Spot on Casts

LASER CAST
By Walt Geryk
Another ingenious way The Spey Doctor (www.speydoctor.com) is helping casters improve their single-handed
and two-handed fly casting. And, it can be done in the comfort of your own home! Retail: $14.95
What you will need…
1. Handle / butt section of your single or two-handed favorite rod.
Laser Cast… Includes: 1 Laser Cast, Laser Tape, Instructions




Attach the laser pointer to the front end of the rod butt section with Laser Tape. You will need to tape
the pointer button in the “On” position and only leave “On” when in use.
Stand in a room with a flat cornered ceiling or horizontal lines parallel to the floor. Position yourself offcenter. Facing in different directions will simulate different casting angles.
Point the laser dot to the corner of the ceiling and wall or a pre-determined horizontal line. As you
“cast”, you will be able to see even the slightest drift of the rod away from the important straight plane
necessary to complete proper casts. Every casting fault that you have is now evident and ready for you
to work on improvement and positive muscle memory. Every correct cast is also visible.

For single-handed casting:
Hold the rod as you normally would and start “casting”. For right-handed casters, use the two corners where the
walls and ceiling meet behind and in front of your right shoulder as your guide to start and stop the casting
stroke. The plane of the wall and ceiling between those two points is the perfect straight line form.
For two-handed casting:




Hold the rod as you normally would. For right-handed casters, use the wall on your right as a way to
“see” your loop shape. Is it the D, C or oval shape you want? Or is it a funny, wavy shape?
Use the corners where the wall and ceiling meet to see if you are dropping the “tip” of the rod on the
backside or on the forward cast.
Add more power to the cast by rotating at your hips.

Great for All Casts:




Perfect your form and casting ability for overhead casting, the snake roll, D Cast, C
Cast, Single and Double Spey casts and almost any other cast imaginable.
Not only will this casting aid give you immediate feedback on your casting abilities, it
will allow you to understand the motions needed for flawless casting.
Avoid Direct Exposure To Eyes. Purchaser and users of this product assume all
responsibility for proper and safe use and care.

The Laser Cast Instructional Video and others are available at www.speydoctor.com

Available at Malinda’s Fly, Tackle and Spey Shop
3 Pulaski Street, Altmar New York 13302 ph: 315.298.2993

Visit www.SpeyDoctor.com for more information and videos on how to become a better fly caster.
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